Contents of readiness of future teachers to management in the system of education

This article discusses the essence of management of the education system. Discusses the different approaches to the concept of management, discover concepts the management and the management by educational. Analyzed the views of domestic and foreign scientists on the concept of «readiness» and «installation», is a comparative analysis. The article deals different approaches to the content of the concept to readiness to management activities; describes the types of readiness, such as situational and continuous; disclose the components of readiness: motivation, orientation, operations, strong-willed, evaluation.
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Further social and economic development of the country requires substantial qualitative transformation of all aspects of society. Kazakhstan education moves to a new stage of its development in connection with the entry into the European and world educational space.

Today is competitive environment leaves no place for error. Under the influence of the development of production technology and human needs are increasing role and importance of management. In this regard, management performs the key to success of any organization.

At the beginning of the XXI century is searching for humane ways to positive change in professional educational environment in Kazakhstan. Value stem of modern knowledge and being is the health and well-being of human society. This is aimed at achieving national doctrine of vocational education. At the heart of modern pedagogical processes is the science of management, which gives rise to mission oriented towards achieving the end result of training, education and development.

In teaching science and practice increasingly under pressure to understand the holistic educational process from the standpoint of management science, give it a rigorous science-based.

The second chapter of the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan «On Education» is dedicated to the management of the education system, which is defined the jurisdiction of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan in the field of education [1].

One of the objectives of the State Program for the Development of Education of the Republic of Kazakhstan for 2011–2020 — is the formation of state — public system of education management. Also in this program is placed such a problem, as the improvement of management in education [2].

For effective management of the education system should have a clear understanding of the laws and customs of its functioning, the factors which determine its development.

A.A. Bisenbayeva notes that the administration deserved, is not only considered one of the most complex areas of human activity, but also the factor that determines the effectiveness of any social system, as provides unity, the relationship and the need for targeted actions of cooperating individuals, and thus continuously updated goals and objectives developed by them [3].

The theory of pedagogical management was born at the junction of two sciences: pedagogy and theory of social control. As you know, science in its formation goes through several phases: the accumulation of
knowledge, synthesis of empirical data, loss of theoretical knowledge, but then again return to the practice in the form of developed technologies.

Currently, according to L.S. Syrymbetova, B.A. Zhetpisbayeva in teaching science and practice clearly showed a tendency to understanding the processes of learning and education of students from a position of management science. Many scholars have rightly pointed out that management is needed and feasible not only in the economic, industrial sector, but also in the field of complex social phenomena as training and education. Education and training can be seen as a process of management — management training activities, managing the formation of the human person, of some of its qualities. Often the general laws of the management process used spontaneously. But the current level of scientific knowledge necessitates the use of a general theory of management in the organization of the educational process [4].

The concept of «governance» is among the most common and universal, so the analysis of pedagogical literature shows that there is no single approach to the definition of the concept, as there are various, sometimes conflicting approaches.

The Dictionary of the Russian Language by V.I. Dal’ states that the word «management» is derived from the verb edit, manage and means to set in motion, the direction to go to make the correct, necessary way to manage, supervise, do something good, properly, right [5].

In the Explanatory dictionary by S.I. Ozhegov governance is defined as the activities of government. A control means to direct the course of the movement who-what-ever, to lead, and guide the activities, actions of someone that someday [6].

L.B. Itelson indicates that management is a collection of effects that result in the pre-arranged goal.

L.P. Bueva gives the following definition of the concept of management as a conscious regulation of social relations through planned organization, streamlining of the people and the formation of personality.

According to V.G. Afanasyeva, management is a deliberate and purposeful activity, and not just a conscious activity, and its variation, related to the development of solutions and ways to implement them, which regulates the operation of a particular system according to a predetermined pattern by systematically obtaining, processing and use of information [4].

Despite the different aspects of the base and accented in these definitions is a common recognition that the management of a special kind of activity, and make the subject of management in order to ensure the movement of the object to the desired goal. In covering the various aspects of management must take into account the structural features of systems. The system of any complexity can be represented as a specially organized integrated set of less complex parts — subsystems. Each subsystem includes a number of interrelated components that make up an even simpler system. Such a hierarchy to determine the control objects for a particular situation. A characteristic feature of governance is that it does not happen in all sorts, but only in complex mobile systems, where there is a high degree of cause-and-effect relationships and continuous transition from one state to another.

The subject of control theory is the control laws as a holistic, integrated social phenomenon. Management process called the functioning of the management and employees. In various institutions management process proceeds differently. The main role played by the content management process. It is defined as the essence of management, its objectives, principles, methods, functions and specifics of the industry, the level of the organ in the overall system of governance and structure. Structure is a system of government, each of which has its own internal structure.

From a management perspective, the pedagogical systems can be structured as follows: the object and the subject of management, the subject of joint activities; learning objectives and means of educational communication. The selection of subject and object management as key elements of educational systems is conditional, as any member of the teaching process can act as a subject and as an object, depending on its vessels to the upstream or downstream in a hierarchical series of levels of management. Moreover, the position of each member of the educational process as a subject of management objectives set by the education system, which consists in transforming a person from an object to a subject in the formation of his active self-reliance and ability to self-government. The active position of the teacher and the student in the fact that each of them to a greater or lesser extent, serves as the subject of the management of their own activities and behavior, and activities of others.

Educational systems function and do not develop spontaneously. Changes occurring in them are orderly by managing. The ordering of the structural and functional components, their integration and interaction with the environment can be provided with their own bodies and control mechanisms. In this sense, the educational system is a system of self-managed.
In the process of the organization and implementation of the management is the mastery of a subject to various activities, through which it is possible to influence the system of relations «subject-subject». There are subject-subjective relations characteristic of the functioning of any system, regardless of the fact whether the type of management of the socially significant or not. Therefore, the features of these relations is not considered in determining the nature of the process control to ensure that in the future, is not it, to reveal his substantive and procedural characteristics.

All known studies focus mainly on the definition of the nature, content and basic laws of the process. However, more or less unique solution to this problem generally still does not exist. This is because the processes that control the two main types of systems: the «subject-object» and «subject-subjective» considered in isolation from each other.

In the first case, subject only to the substantive provisions of the general theory of management, not taking into account the psychological factors that are present in the management of any system. In the second case is absolutely necessary basic principles and provisions of the general theory of control are transferred to a system of «subject-subjective» without taking into account its specificity.

In this respect the work of interest in addressing issues relating to ethical and psychological issues of management (Antoniuc V.I., Ruthenians F.M., Fatkin L.V., Belousov R.A., Vendrov E.E., Lomov B.F., Gene F., Grishchenko K.K., Kuzmin E.S.). No man, or rather without his work, it is not possible to speak of the existence of the system, whatever that may be level [4].

In this type of system not only fixed the relationship of the «subject-object», but relationships are formed and developed the «subject-subjective». Consequently, the management system of «people-person» is aimed primarily at regulating the relationship and can not be considered sufficiently complete without lighting conditions influence the formation of the personal qualities of the individual. There is always the head and the subordinate in these systems means.

By studying the current literature on the management, we often see the use of the concepts of governance and management as synonyms.

The word «management» was borrowed from the English language (English «management») and is literally translated as «management». But the roots of the term go far back in time. The English word «manage» comes from the Latin «manus», which means hand. Originally «manage» means "to go around horses" and then — «the use of arms», «drive a chariot» and only later — «control the people» [7].

V.B. Poluyanov notes that the concept of «management» in the global and domestic literature is interpreted very broadly in connection with its application in various fields of human activity. Management can be described as the integration process by which professionally trained experts form the organization and manage them by setting goals and developing ways to achieve them. He notes that the scientific analysis of the philosophical, social, educational and economic literature approaches to the nature and content of the definition of «management» are different. But the main ones are the management as a function (activity), science and art, the process, the category of people, the body or management personnel. However, V.B. Poluyanov believes that professional knowledge management suggests awareness of three fundamental various instruments. First is an organization hierarchy of controls, where the primary means — the impact on the person on top (using the basic functions of motivation, planning, organizing and controlling activities, as well as the distribution of wealth, etc.). The second is the culture of governance, i.e. produced and recognized by society, educational institution, group of people values, social norms, attitudes, behaviors. The third is a market, market relations based on the sale of products and services [8].

To date, as indicated S.A. Ezofova, management is seen as an activity aimed at the creation of organizations, their management by setting goals and how to achieve them. It should be remembered that organizations are made up of people who have individual unique characteristics that determine the differences in their behavior. Therefore, management is often seen as the art of government, which is the ability to assess the originality of the head of the situation and, on this basis, to determine the path of development of the organization, given its human potential. Definition of management as an activity and art suggests the existence in society of centuries-old practice management [7].

By category of pedagogical management of system components include the following basic definitions [4]:

Educational management is a set of principles, methods, organizational forms and the processing methods of teaching and educational administration and teaching cognitive process aimed at increasing its efficiency.

Educational management — activity-based system — includes the following structural and functional components and system factors:
Goal of the (planned, expected outcome);

- Stakeholder (the director and his deputies, teachers, pupils, students, etc.);
- To work (it is the second subject) - Executive Orders of the head (the student, the student, the teacher, the deputy director, etc.);
- Maintenance activities (educational, managerial, and other information);
- Management of the educational process (as part of the pedagogical management) is focused on the impact on the head of the teaching staff and students through science-based planning, organization and supervision of their activities.

The educational process — it is a purposeful activity on training, education and personal development through organized educational and educational-cognitive processes in union with the self-education of the individual, ensuring mastery of knowledge and skills at a level not lower than the state educational standard.

Information is the subject of labor and product manager of the educational or training-learning process.

Monitoring of the educational process is continuous monitoring of the progress, results and effectiveness of the educational process through the use of computer technology for collecting and processing the resulting information about it.

In pedagogical encyclopedia describes the management of education as a form of social control that supports the focus and organization of educational, innovative and ensures their processes in the education system. Bowing to the general laws of social management, education management has specific features due to methods of setting and achieving socially significant goals in specific conditions of organized educational process [9].

The education system can operate in two modes: the functioning and development. Accordingly, different types of management and education: in the first case are the object of the educational process and ensure that their software and methodology, personnel, logistical, regulatory environments, and to the efficient use of the available capacity in the education system, increasing its effectiveness.

For the implementation and enforcement of management functions — planning, organizing, directing, controlling — are education management system. Within each of them as possible to consider the interrelated or as relatively independent components: human, material, technical, informational, regulatory and other management education specifically at different hierarchical levels: national, regional, and local level educational institutions, and formed education authorities - government, public and mixed.

Therefore, to begin preparations for the management activities it's necessary to have a higher education.

The problem of formation of readiness of the future teachers to the profession is increasingly attracting the attention of scientific-researches. Several distinct areas of the problem: to determine the content and indicators of readiness for pedagogical work (V.A. Staslenin, G.B. Zborovsky, etc.) developed the theoretical basis of psychological readiness (L.G. Ahtariyeva, etc.), the ideological and moral (Z.K. Baksheyeva, etc.) ready for certain types of educational activities (A.I. Andaralo, T.F. Sadchinova, etc.), as well as moral-active approach (L.V. Kondrashov) [10].

According to G.Z. Adilgazinova in the formation of the concept of «readiness» source should be student-activity approach, which is based on the guiding principle of psychology approach to the study of man through the analysis of its activities and public relations (S. Rubinstein, L.N. Leontiev) [10].

Availability — is the primary, the fundamental condition for the implementation of any activity. The research on the social, developmental and educational psychology can be found interpretation of the term «readiness» as a state and as a quality individual. M.I. Dyachenko, A.A. Kandybovich and willingness to understand, first of all, as an active-activity-state identity that reflects the content of its task and the conditions of his impending execution. However, they do not oppose the willingness as a mental condition and the quality of the individual, believing that in this and in another case, there is a psychological readiness prerequisite performance.

In the explanatory dictionary of Russian language S.I. Ozhegov term «readiness» is defined as a condition in which everything is done, you are ready for anything [6]. Therefore, we can assume that the result achieved in the targeted training of the teacher to implement management activities in the education system will be expressed similarly as the ready state, and more specifically — a willingness to manage the pedagogical process.

Philosophical Dictionary gives the following definition of this concept: «... it is an element, the function organized systems of different nature (biological, social, technological) to ensure the preservation of their particular structure, maintenance of the activity, the program's goals ...» [11].
Preparedness is the subject of study in research as pedagogical and psychological. Scientists, educators are focusing on the identification of factors and conditions, didactic and educational means by which it is possible the implementation of the process of formation and development of this quality. Psychologists in the works emphasize on establishing the nature of relationships, dependencies between the state of preparedness and effective response.

Despite the fact that there are many differences in the readiness assessment, most authors consider it as a certain mental state.

To understand the essence of preparedness activities are important research installation, so one of the most common approaches in addressing the psychological readiness is associated with the phenomenon of the installation. The most developed in psychology is the theory of set D.N. Uznadze and his disciples. According to this concept, the installation is willing to activity in a certain direction, the appearance of which depends on the following conditions: on the needs existing in the body and on an objective situation meet this need. Installation, in my opinion, is the most important component in human activity and represents a holistic education that characterizes this state of activity of the subject on which there is the activity of a certain character and focus.

Thus, the installation — is the willingness, the propensity of the subject that arises in anticipation of their appearance of a particular object and provides a steady, purposeful character of the activity compared to the object [12].

Educational activities are social activity, as major partners are the people. Therefore it is necessary to draw attention to the interpretation of the phenomenon of installation in social psychology. American psychologists and U. Tomas and F. Znanetsky a social setting (attitudes) understand the psychological process, taken in relation to the social world, and in connection with social values. G. Olport has summarized the experience of attitude research indicates that the installation of a state of psychological readiness, folding on the basis of previous experience and provide directional influence on the reaction of the individual in relation to all objects and situations with which it is associated. Thus, the installation of a state of a person has been provided effective alert him to the work of [13].

Thus, special work is necessary for the acquisition of the state, since it arises only from experience.

Sh. Nadirashvili examines attitudes of personality, reflecting the subjective orientation of individuals as members of a group (or community) to those or other values that prescribe certain individuals, socially accepted behaviors. Attitudes they are attitudes fixed, this highlights the sustained, long-term nature of these specific mental states [10].

Social attitude or personality of its commitment to sustainable activity due to the presence of three interrelated components: cognitive (cognitive), emotional and behavioral. Therefore, we can assume that the installation is encouraged, on the one hand, the nature of the relationship to the object, on the other knowledge about it. In addition, in the first and in the second case, a decisive role in the formation of readiness for activity belongs to experience.

Thus, the above leads to the conclusion of, poly-structural plants in general, and how ready to install in a particular activity, in particular. And in general, the analysis of approaches to the definition of «readiness» is confirmed that the psychology of readiness is understood as a state and the individual, and the quality of the individual, and how to install one or the other activity.

The concept of professional readiness entered into pedagogy in the seventies. As K.M. Duray-Novakova mentions, this concept comes from the concept of «psychological readiness». K.M. Duray-Novakova believes that the professional preparedness is a prerequisite to effective personal teaching. In this mental state can pass in the course of activity in the property in the integrated properties, the quality of future teachers [10]. Thus, based on the analysis of psychological and pedagogical literature professional readiness of the teacher can be interpreted as the setting for teaching.

Based on research and M.I. Dyachenko, A.A. Kandybovich, K.M. Duray-Novakova, N.V. Kuzmina, N.D. Hmel a professional willing we understand the integral formation, emerging as a result of special training and experience works contained in the union of professional and personal, informative and procedural components [10].

The emergence of preparedness activities, according to the authors, begins with setting goals based on the needs and motives. Next comes the development of the plan, installations, models, diagrams forthcoming actions, and finally, the final step is the implementation appeared ready to subject the actions, the use of certain means and methods of work and comparing the results with the objectives of activity.
The authors also propose to distinguish between situational and long-term availability. Situational readiness is characterized by relative stability and is influenced by many factors, which occur in a given situation. Prolonged same willingness formed in advance by especially organized activities, including teaching. In contrast, situational readiness, it operates and it continuous and is a vital prerequisite for success.

In the pedagogical aspect of greatest interest is long-term availability. First, because this condition may be pre-formed and able to grow under certain conditions. Secondly, because, having a stable, long-term availability will achieve sustainable results in the operation.

In a state of continuous readiness, according M.I. Dyachenko and L.A. Kandybovich the most important components of readiness is the motivation, orientation, operational, strong-willed, assessment [10].

Motivational expressed in the presence needs to successfully perform a task, the object of interest in activities, and ways of its implementation, the desire for success.

Orientation component of readiness includes knowledge and understanding of the characteristics and conditions of activity, operational — possession of means and methods of work, the knowledge, abilities, skills, strong-willed — describes the internal need to control the activities that make up the performance of duties, and evaluation involves self-assessment of their preparedness and compliance process solutions professional tasks supplied samples.

It is necessary to see the preparedness of management in the education system, as the control of the pedagogical process is a form of teaching.

V.A. Yakunin notes that the education and training system is targeted actions that provide the assimilation of human social experience [10].

Thus, the content of the foundations of the future readiness of teachers to the management of the education system can include components such as a career choice motives, pedagogical orientation (positive attitude towards the teaching profession, the installation of the pedagogical activity), professionally important qualities of personality, a wide body of knowledge, skills and experience, emotional and volitional properties of a future teacher of his condition.
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Содержание основ готовности будущих педагогов к управленческой деятельности в системе образования

В статье рассматривается значение управленческой деятельности в системе образования. Дается анализ различных подходов к понятию управления, раскрываются понятия «менеджмент» и «управление образованием». Анализируются мнения отечественных и зарубежных ученых о понятиях «готовность» и «установка», делается их сравнительный анализ. В статье приведены различные подходы к содержанию понятия готовности к управленческой деятельности; описываются ситуативный и длительный виды готовности; раскрываются ее компоненты: мотивационный, ориентационный, операционный, волевой, оценочный.
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